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Writing in an accessable and anecdotal style, Tom Wright helps us to approach the rich and

many-sided story of the book of Acts. Wright shows how the book builds on Luke's Gospel, laying

out the continuing work and teaching of the now risen and ascended Jesus in the power of the

Spirit. His writing captures the vivid way in which Luke's work draws us all into he story, while

leaving the ending open and challenging, inviting Christians today to pick up and carry on the story

as we in turn live our lives in the service of Jesus.Tom Wright has undertaken a tremendous task: to

provide guides to all the books of the New Testament and to include in them his own translation of

the entire text. Each short passage is followed by a highly readable discussion with background

information, useful explanations and suggestions, and thoughts as to how the text can be relevant

to our lives today. A glossary is included at the back of the book. The series is suitable for group

study, personal study, or daily devotions.
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"No other commentary series comes even close." --The Christian Century"Readers who have been

frustrated by the lack of accessible biblical commentaries for laypersons will welcome the series."

--Publishers Weekly"Well grounded in scholarship, accessible, and intensely contemporary. The

series is a most welcome one!" --Walter Brueggemann, Emeritus, Columbia Theological



Seminary"Wright has accomplished a feat in this series. All the time, I tell Bible readers, 'Begin

here!'" --Scot McKnight, North Park University

N. T. Wright is the Chair in New Testament and Early Christianity at the University of St. Andrews in

Scotland. He is the former Bishop of Durham in the Church of England and is a prolific author and

noted New Testament scholar. His books include Scripture and the Authority of God, Surprised by

Hope, Simply Christian, and Evil and the Justice of God.

The copy arrived in good condition. Wright omitted dealing with several tough questions about the

miraculous speaking in tonguesin Acts 2, Day of Pentecost, as he did in his I Corinthians for

Everyone. I was disappointed.

NT Wright, one of the theological giants of our time, has produced yet again a concise view of the

Apostles' world in a historical context. At the same time, each point has a contemporary example of

how the theology has played out in Wright's experiences. This is the fifth series we have used in

Sunday School.

This book and it's companion for the second half of Acts were very helpful in preparing Sunday

School lessons. It would also be beneficial for individual study. Bishop Wright is informative and

entertaining and he does a wonderful job of helping me understand the Bible better.

Solid teaching from a reliable Anglican writer.

Helpful. Readable. Insightful. Must get the next volume.

We are using the Study Guide in a small group Bible Study. Acts for Everyone is just that, an

extremely readable and yet theologically profound look at uwhat happens after Jesus' ascension

and how the Holy Spirit equips the apostles--and us--to bring the promise of the gospel to

EVERYONE. This book, and it's companion, Acts for Everyone, Part 2, can be read on its own (the

text of Acts is at the beginning of each chapter) or as a companion to the Study Guide.

N.T. Wright has a great ability to make difficult Biblical exegesis easy to digest. I would greatly

recommendations book as an accessible, anecdotal companion to a formal Biblical commentary!



I have just loved this book and it's been so helpful as our church has gone through Acts. Very

insightful and helpful and very readable.Highly recommend it.
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